P NEUMA | PNEUMA Harrop, Hasdell, Artifact 2007: Exterior installation as part of art festival, Parc Jean Drapeau, Montreal, QC. July to September 2007
Peter Hasdell and Patrick Harrop were commissioned to produce a public art
installation or Folly for Artefact Urban Sculptures 2007 in Ile Ste Hèlene in Montreal
as a part of the 40 year anniversary celebrations of Expo 1967. Their installation
“Pneuma,” constructed with the help of FAUM students, is sited 100 meters from
Buckminster Fuller’s Dome and is a pneumatic structure that derives from Buckminster
Fuller, Frei Otto and the biologist Ernst Haeckel (who published “Artforms in Nature”).

Using many interconnected inflated cells Pneuma responds to changing conditions
in its milieu. Conceptually the proposal is situated in the context of 1960s Immaterial
Architecture, Archigram’s “Blowout” and Yves Klein’s Air Architecture. At present
there is a resurgent interest in inflatable’s as responsive and flexible structures. In the
context of the Expo 67 site this connection between the counter culture roots of the
inflatable movement and today offers a unique potential.
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Right. Vector proposal for artifact
project.
Above: laser cut and pencil
plotted drawing / model of
proposal.

This opportunity to update the inflatable folly able to react, sense and move we saw
as providing an interesting comment on the nature of the folly and perhaps to the
Expo site itself.
Of interest to us was how to develop indeterminate (open ended), flexible and
generative assemblies. We explored the potential of rapid prototyping as a viral
proliferator of mutation and fabricated all the cells from vapor barrier. We developed
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the installation through a generative process, in which all inflatable cell prototypes
are continually added to the overall assemblage.
Cells are allowed to evolve, mutate or adapt in the next generation of cells. In this
process, an iteration of a prototype becomes a part of a phylogeny of imperfection,
a viral cell replicated and modified. The resultant assemblage incorporates all
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elements, and is ever evolving and growing through
continual modification. Component failures and
genetic dead-ends are also a part of it. As a result the
installation incorporates and encodes the processes
of its formation and evolution within its matrix, creating
a meshwork between the cells that is unpredictable.

Above: Proposal for Artefact
installation. Plan and structural
model.
Above left: R. Buckminster Fuller:
global geodescic. Ernst Heikel:
Geodescic model for a cell
structure.
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Left: pneumatic cell prototypes. Below: Development of pneumatic cell
manufacturing process using nichrome wire patterns.

Left and opposite: Experimental pneumatic cells. Vector patterns are used
to weld polyethelene sheets using an out of focus laser cutting beam.
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Pneuma, pneus, pneumatics. Containers of almost nothing: a pulmonary void.
Aether, breath, gaseous matter and the stuff that fills the space between things.
Cells: biological and behavioral automata and cellular pneumata. Daidala, families of
objects imbuing lifelike attributes or anima into inanimate matter. Nervous systems,
feedback, self regulation and metabolic systems.
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[Île Sainte-Hélène: Montreal]
An assemblage of air: instructions, process and a map of its implications, behaviors
and bifurcations. A biological topology:the analogous magnification of unseen natural
phenomenon into the scale of the constructed world.
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